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Abstract  
This is a short paper comparing two approaches to head correction for Electro-Magnetic 
Articulography (EMA) data collected with the Northern Digital Instruments “Wave” system.  In 
both of these approaches, it is necessary to translate and rotate the sensor locations to the 
occlusal coordinate system.  We found that point tracking error is greater by as much as double 
with the built-in NDI head correction method, compared to a three-sensor head correction 
algorithm.  However, we conclude that the data are comparable, and that the two-sensor NDI 
method is acceptable for phonetic research. A Python library for head correction was developed 
for this work, and is available on github.com. 
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1. Introduction
In electromagnetic articulography (EMA; Perkell, et al., 1992; Schönle et al., 1987), the Northern
Digital Instruments (NDI) Wave System can use a 6 degree of freedom (x,y,z, pitch, roll, yaw)
sensor to reference other sensors relative to the location of the head. The 6D reference sensor
is actually two sensors, using two data channels, fused in a known configuration with each other
so the location and orientation of the head can be fully specified. This built-in referencing
system allows head movement to be removed from the articulatory point-tracking data as a part
of the recording process (Ji et al., 2014; Wieling et al., 2016).  With a proper translation and
rotation, the sensor data can be transformed to the maxillary occlusal coordinate system that
was recommended by Westbury (1991, 1994).

Other researchers (Shaw & Kawahara, 2018; Hoole & Zierdt, 2009; Tilsen, Das & McKee, 2014) 
use a configuration of three sensors (e.g. nasion, left and right mastoid) to register the current 
position of the head in each frame of data, and then translate and rotate the data from each 
frame so that the position of the head matches an ideal head position, again placing the sensor 
data onto the maxillary occlusal coordinate system. 

This paper reports a small study comparing these two methods for head correction in EMA data. 

2. Method
Five sensors were attached with medical tape to the skin of a speaker: One on the chin to track
jaw movement, one on each of the left and right mastoid processes behind the ears, and two on
the nasion (a 6D reference sensor, and also a standard 5D sensor).  In addition, to register the
occlusal plane, the subject bit into warmed dental impression wax and then two sensors were
placed on the mid-sagittal plane in the wax - one just anterior to the incisors, and one on the
mid-sagittal plane between the second molars.

Figure 1 illustrates the placement of the sensors.  The three dots outlined in green mark the 
approximate locations of the nasion, and left and right mastoid sensors.  The two dots outlined 
in red mark the approximate locations of the wax bite plate sensors.  The dot outlined in blue 
marks the location of the jaw movement sensor.  The 6D reference sensor was located just 
below the nasion sensor. 
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Figure 1.  White dots mark the approximate locations of the 
sensors, and the lines connecting the dots indicate two triangles 
that were used in head correction.  Red lines mark a calibration 
triangle in the mid-sagittal plane, the base of which defines the 
occlusal plane. Green lines mark head location during data 
collection in the three-point correction method (after an image by 
Puwadol Jaturawutthichai/shutterstock.com). 

Three recordings were taken with each type of head correction (NDI-referenced, and 
3-point-referenced): (a) a recording with the wax bite plate held in the mouth to register the
maxillary occlusal plane, (b) a mid-sagittal trace of the palate from the front incisors to the soft
palate, and (c) a longer recording in which the subject simultaneously moved his head and
opened and shut his jaw. During this last recording, three kinds of large head movements were
made - up and down ‘head nodding’, side to side ‘head turning’, and a combination of nodding
and turning forming a circular form of ‘neck roll’.
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Figure 2. Raw data during a head 
movement trial with jaw movement. 
Blue = nasion sensor; Red = jaw 
sensor, Green = left mastoid, Gold = 
right mastoid sensor. 

3. Transformation
From the triangle of three mid-sagittal sensors during the ‘bite-plate’ recording (nasion, and two
bite plate sensors; the red triangle in Figure 1), a rotation and translation matrix was defined to
transform the data onto the occlusal coordinate system (see Ji et al., 2013 for an alternative,
quaternion-based approach). We can call the sensor at the front incisors OS, the sensor on the
wax plate between the molars MS, and the nasion sensor NS.  The average location of these
sensors in 3D space [x,y,z] was taken over a duration of about five seconds.

Subtracting the location of the origin sensor OS from all sensor data points translates the data 
into a coordinate system in which OS is at the origin [0,0,0]. The position vector of OS is 
therefore the translation matrix for all sensors that we wish to put on the maxillary occlusal 
coordinate system. The translation of the molar and nasion sensors into M and N is shown in (1) 
and (2). 

The rotation matrix is created by finding a set of axes that rotate the coordinate system into a 
desired reference orientation. We start by selecting the vectors M and N which meet at the 
origin and define a plane, which we take to be the mid-sagittal (xy) plane in the reference space. 
The z axis must be perpendicular to these vectors and is found by taking the normalized 
cross-product of them (3). The vectors M and z define the maxillary occlusal (xz) plane,  and the 
y axis is found by taking the normalized cross-product of them (4). Finally, the x axis is 
perpendicular to the z and y axes and is also found by taking the cross-product (5). These 
vectors [x, y, z] define a rotation matrix (6) that, together with the translation matrix OS, will put 
the data (d) onto the maxillary occlusal coordinate system (7). Formula (7) is the “occlusal 
transformation”. 
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In this coordinate system, the tip of the incisors is located at the origin, the mid-sagittal plane is 
at z=0, and the maxillary occlusal plane is at y=0.  Occlusal transformation matrices were 
derived from both the NDI-referenced and 3-point-referenced bite plate recordings.  For the 
NDI-referenced data, the occlusal transformation was applied to the palate trace and head 
movement recordings.  For the 3-point-referenced data, the locations of the head position 
sensors (a triangle formed of the nasion and left and right mastoid; the green triangle in Figure 
1) during the bite plate recording were rotated to define an ‘ideal’ head position - the position of
the three head sensors in the occlusal coordinate system.  Then for the palate and head
movement recordings the frame-by-frame quaternions that rotate the locations of the head
position sensors to that ideal position were found with procrustean fitting using the Davenport Q
method (Keat, 1977; Horn, 1987). These quaternions and the translation defined by OS were
applied to all sensor data in each frame to transform into the desired reference orientation.

Trajectories were smoothed with the Garcia (2010) robust smoothing algorithm. 

4. Results
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the corrected data for two separate head movement
recordings.   The raw data from the first of these recordings was shown earlier in figure 2.  If
head movement is perfectly removed then the head location sensors (nasion, left and right
mastoid) should be completely stationary. Clearly both head correction methods remove head
movement while showing movement of the jaw.  But there is also an apparent difference
between the two methods, such that head movement was more completely removed using the
3-point head correction method (notice the size difference in the green, gold and blue clouds).
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Figure 3.  Head-corrected data from two separate recordings with extreme head 
movement, and simultaneous jaw wagging.  In (a), the top row, the data from one recording 
were corrected using the 3-point head correction methods.  In (b), the bottom row, the data 
from a different recording were corrected by the built-in NDI 6D reference sensor correction 
system.  In each row the left panel shows a sagittal view, the middle panel shows an axial 
view, and the right panel shows a coronal view.  

The amount of sensor movement in the ‘head movement’ recording was measured as the 
square root of the largest eigenvalue of the 3D location data for each sensor.  This is the 
standard deviation of the first principal component of sensor location.  If the head correction 
algorithm was perfect, then the eigenvalues of the nasion, and right and left mastoid sensors 
would be equal to zero.  Table 1 shows the magnitude of sensor movement for the three head 
sensors and the jaw in two separate head movement recordings.  The first recording (the first 
two columns in the table) was done without the built-in NDI head correction. The raw data were 
shown in figure 2, and the corrected data were shown in figure 3a. The two rightmost columns 
of the table report measurements from a recording that was done with the built-in NDI 
referencing system.  The “raw” data, after translation and rotation, were shown in figure 3b. 
These data were then additionally submitted to the 3-point head correction algorithm and the 
resulting error is shown in the last column of the table. The right mastoid sensor is furthest from 
the EM sending coils, which explains the slightly larger error for this sensor.  In general, the 
magnitude of the errors found here are comparable with the findings of previous studies of the 
NDI Wave system (Berry, 2011; Savariaux et al., 2017). 
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Table 1. Standard deviation of the first principal component (in mm) of sensor 
position with two methods of head correction. Measurements in the first two columns 
were made from a recording that was made without the NDI global referencing. 
Measurements in the last two columns are from a recording that was made with the 
built-in NDI head correction. 

no built-in referencing with built-in NDI referencing 

raw data 3-point correction raw data 3-point correction

nasion 82.1 1.33 1.46 1.18 

right mastoid 47.2 1.56 2.85 1.37 

left mastoid 55.7 0.75 1.72 0.75 

jaw 57.7 11.6 13.2 13.4 

Figure 4 shows two separately recorded traces of the speaker’s hard palate, again with the two 
methods of head correction.  It is reassuring to see that two recordings of the same physical 
structure, using the two different methods of head correction, give a highly comparable result. 
The small discrepancy in these recordings is attributable to a slightly more lateral placement of 
the palate trace probe in the NDI global referenced recording. 

In a further comparison of the phonetic utility of the two methods of head correction, figure 5 
shows jaw movement from a single recording, where the data were corrected using the two 
head correction methods. The two processing streams (translation and rotation of data collected 
with built-in NDI head referencing, and head position correction using the 3-point referencing 
method) produce almost identical results.  Only at a couple of points during the very large 
side-to-side head movements do the two traces deviate from each other. 

Figure 4. Two mid-sagittal traces of the hard 
palate. Separate recordings with two 
methods of head correction. 
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Figure 5.  Jaw vertical (y) movement from a single recording that 
was head-corrected in two different ways. 

5. Conclusion
For labs who have enough sensor channels to spend three of them referencing the location of
the head with three sensors located at different non-articulating points, head movement is more
completely removed by 3-point head correction.  However, the two channel NDI-referenced
head correction is quite good, and labs with an 8 channel system who do not want to spend an
extra channel on 3-point head correction will get accurate, phonetically useful data from the
built-in method. A Python library to remove head movement and put data into the occlusal
coordinate system is available at https://github.com/rsprouse/ematools.
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